
Set Up

Oranges"s dribble across the area, turn and repeat. Blue's run
with the ball across the area, turn and repeat. All players
encouraged to identify when to run with the ball and when to
dribble. Rotate starting positions.

Key Coaching Points

When dribbling or running with the ball, players should have
their head up to be aware of the ball, the space, team mates
and opposition in the area.

Depending on the space available, attackers need to identify
when to dribble and when to run with the ball.

When receiving the ball, players need to have a quality first
touch out of their feet and travel into the available space.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Start with the ball in their hands

Make it more challenging:

1. Blue"s pass the ball across the area in pairs as Oranges"s dribble and run with the ball without colliding with passes. Swap roles.

2. Blues"s can pass to any Blue and position a player in the middle of the area for further interference.

Dribbling And Running With The Ball Warm Up
Written by James Baxter

15 mins 12 players 12 balls 12 bibs 12 cones 20x10 area

Awareness

Lots of touches

First touch



Set Up

Key Coaching Points

When dribbling or running with the ball, players should have
their head up to be aware of the ball, the space, teammates
and opposition in the area.

Depending on the space available, attackers need to identify
when to dribble and when to run with the ball.

When receiving the ball, players need to have a quality first
touch out of their feet and travel into the available space.

Teams divided between channels with Blue"s attempting to pass
to each other (in same or different channels) or Blue"s can dribble/run with the ball across to the channel and a teammate swaps place.
Orange"s also pass, dribble or run with the ball across their channels.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Start with the ball in their hands

Make it more challenging:

1. As Blue"s dribble and run with the ball across channels, Orange"s can attempt to tackle and win possession. If so, Orange"s play
with both footballs. Blues"s can also tackle Orange"s.

2. Add defender who defends in 2 middle channels. If defender wins the ball then passes to other team.

Identifying Space to Pass, Dribble or Run With The Ball
Written by James Baxter

20 mins 10 players 4 balls 12 bibs 12 cones 20x10 area

Awareness

Lots of touches

First touch



Set Up

Half way line and goal and GK at either end. Orange"s defend
with 1 player in the middle as 2 x Blue's attack opposite goals.
Orange decides which Blue to press and Blue player that is
pressed dribbles to attempt a shot at goal. Blue who hasn't
pressed runs with the ball to finish on goal. Rotate players and
teams.

Key Coaching Points

When dribbling or running with the ball, players should have
their head up to be aware of the ball, the space, teammates
and opposition in the area.

Depending on the space available, attackers need to identify
when to dribble, using ball mastery moves, and when to run
with the ball, if there is space available with both feet.

When receiving the ball, players need to have a quality first
touch out of their feet and travel into the available space.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Start with the ball in their hands

Make it more challenging:

1. If defender wins the ball they can attack the goal to finish.

2. Recovery defender can join in to create 2 x 1v1"s, once the 1st defender has selected which attacker to defend

Recognising When to Dribble or Run With The Ball Skill Practice
Written by James Baxter

15 mins 10 players 4 balls 10 bibs 12 cones 20x15 area

Awareness

Lots of touches

First touch



Set Up

2 x Teams of 3 and 1 x floating player (S who plays for team in
possession). Players are matched up and can only tackle
partnered opposition player.

Key Coaching Points

When dribbling or running with the ball, players should have
their head up to be aware of the ball, the space, team mates
and opposition in the area.

With inventive movement, attackers should try to create
space to receive the ball whilst being in a position to run with
the ball or dribble using ball mastery moves.

Depending on the demands of the game, players need to
make decisions on when to pass, dribble, run with the ball or
finish on goal.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Start with the ball in their hands

Make it more challenging:

1. Scenario games

When to Dribble Or Run With The Ball Small Sided Game
Written by James Baxter

20 mins 10 players 4 balls 10 bibs 12 cones 20x20 area

Awareness

Create space

Decision Making


